Contract Review & Data Extraction Powered by AI

Contract analysis, due diligence, LIBOR remediation and lease extraction with the highest accuracy and unprecedented speed.

**ACCURATE**
More accurate than manual review. Minimize the risk of missing key data from human error.

**FAST**
30-90% faster than manual review alone. Analyze 50+ documents in less than a minute.

**INTUITIVE**
Seamlessly review documents in a streamlined interface with extensive workflow features.

**BESPOKE**
Non-technical users can train the AI to extract custom data for company or industry specific needs.

**MULTILINGUAL**
Bespoke is available in all Latin scripts, Japanese and Chinese with additional languages in development.

**MULTIPURPOSE**
Accelerate LIBOR transition, M&A diligence, lease abstraction, compliance review, and more.

**SECURE**
Bank-grade security and powerful encryption technology for both cloud and on-premise.

**ACTIONABLE**
Delivers summarized, actionable intelligence directly to Word, Excel, or your own database.

**INTEGRATED**
Open API. Integrates with major data rooms and contract management systems.
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